507952: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507956: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507960: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507950: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507954: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507948: Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...
507603 : HURST TUNGSTEN FILLED ESOPHAGEAL BOUGIE
36 Fr., Rounded

507605 : HURST TUNGSTEN FILLED ESOPHAGEAL BOUGIE
40 Fr., Rounded

507934 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507932 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507602 : HURST TUNGSTEN FILLED ESOPHAGEAL BOUGIE
34 Fr., Rounded

507930 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507604 : HURST TUNGSTEN FILLED ESOPHAGEAL BOUGIE
38 Fr., Rounded
507928 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507926 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507924 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...

507601 : HURST TUNGSTEN FILLED ESOPHAGEAL BOUGIE
32 Fr., Rounded

507920 : Maloney Tapered Tungsten-Filled Esophageal Bougie
This tungsten-filled bougie provides a single style of dilator for treating cardiospasm, esophagitis, stenosis and other esophageal diseases. The small, flexible tip is easily introduced through the cricopharynx area,...